
ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

ED·A Electronic Dimmers Advance System designed for the 
larger stage. It comprises a desk or wall-mounting control panel, 
together with separate dimmer racks. Desk type units are complete 
with floor stand and can be tailor-made to fit specific control room 
locations. · 

All systems are based on a removable modular plug-in-strip. 
Up to four pre-set facilities available for each control circuit. 
Master controls can incorporate one or two Dimmers per pre-set, 
with alternative push button and rating devices. Special automatic 
or extra group dimmers with associated switches can also , be 
incorporated into each system. 

Dimmer modules range from the standard 2 kw unit upwards, 
covering 3 kw, 5 kw and 10 kw variations. Systems are designed 
to operate on single, or three phase supplies and arrangements 
can be made to suit llO v supplies. Quotations provided based 
upon customer needs. 

ED·A Electronic Dimmer Racks for 
advanced system, designed to accom
modate 25 2 kw thyristor dimmers, 
complete with powei: pack and 
wiring. Rack free standmg. 
Steel case size 
5' 8" high x 3' 311 wide x 12" deep 
(172 ems x ,99 ems x 30 ems) 

Variations in Control advance systems. 

EDA·21 Each channel three pre-set levers, three Master 
dimmer levers, three blackout keys and dead blackout 
switch. 

EDA-21A As above with automatic push button mastering . 

EDA ·22 As EDA·21 but four pre-set levers, four Masters etc. 

EDA·22A As EDA·22 but with automatic push button Mastering. 

EDA·23 Two pre-set levers per dimmer circuit with selection 
switches on control strips for channel to be independ
ent, or on automatic Master or to be independent or 
dependent on Master blackout switch. 

EDA ·24 Three pre-set levers per channel and two group 
selection buttons give channel off X group, Y group, 
X and Y 6-lever Master Panel, two for each pre-set 
X and Y. So the operator can select channels on 
1 or 2 Masters or on both for cross fade. 

EDA ·26A As above but Master levers replaced by automatic 
push buttons with speed controls. 

EDA ·25 Simplified control two pre-set dimmer levers per 
channel with two Master dimmers, blackout keys 
and blackout switch. 

EDA·25A As above, but levers replaced by buttons. 


